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In this paper we consider the dynamic regression model with lagged 
endogenous variables and moving average disturbances, when some 
observations on the endogenous variable are missing. The available 
data are assumed to be sampled at regular intervals of length m 
and can be linear combinations of the realizations of the variable 
over a finite number of periods. 
We discuss the identification of the parameters in the regression 
model and present several ways to obtain Maximum Likelihood (ML) 
estimates. 
For some selected models, we evaluate the large sample variances 
of the ML estimates for the incomplete data and compare them with 
the asymptotic variances for the ML estimates when no data are 
missing. In this way, we get an indication of the loss of efficiency 
due to missing observations and of the precision of the ML estimator 
when the data are incomplete. 
Finally, we give some results for the effects on the properties of 
the OLS estimator, when interpolated series are substituted for the 
missing observations. 
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Introduction 
In econometrie analysis of time series, it is usually assumed 
that the relevant data consist of observations on the variables 
in the model pertaining to T subsequent time periods that are 
considered appropriate on a priori grounds. Attention has been 
drawn in the literature to the consequences of loosening these 
assumptions which will often not be met in applied work. 
One stream of contributions is concerned with the problem 
of missing observations (see e.g. Dunsmuir (1981) for a survey 
and the references cited therein). The problems of temporal 
aggregation in dynamic models form another related research topic 
that has received increasing attention in recent years (see e.g, 
Sims (1971), Zellner and Montmarquette (1971), Tiao and Wei (1976), 
Geweke (1978) among many others). 
In this paper we concentrate on the dynamic regressiqn model with 
moving average disturbances when the endogenous variable is observed 
every m'th period, as is usually the case for stock variables, 
or when only a linear aggregate for the m periods, such as 
a flow variable measured over the m periods, is observed. 
Formally, we assume that the endogenous variable y is generated 
by the following regression model 
yt = i i pi^t-i+ Ji ^\t+ jio°j £ t-j > (1) 
where the £ 's are independent normal variates with mean zero and 
unit varance and the x, 's are strictly exogenous variables, 
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i.e. x, is independent of e , for all t , t' and k . 
We assume that the Standard conditions f.or identification of the 
parameters in (1) are satisfied. In particular, to remove an 
indeterminacy, we assume that 9(-)>0 • Furthermore, we assume that 
all x, 's are known (k=l,...,K, t=l,...,T), but that only linear 
combinations of the y 's defined by 
A 
^t = i^ O Wiyt-1 ' f o r t = m, 2m, ..., Tf (2) 
are observed. The weights are deterministic and known. The problem of 
missing observations has been analyzed along two different lines. A 
simple formal way consists in deriving for instance quarterly data 
from yearly observations on the same series by minimizing some cri-
terion function (see e.g. Boot, Feibes and Lisman (1967)), A second 
approach consists in specifying a model in which the missing observa-
tions are explained by other variables. The parameters of the model can 
be estimated, provided they are identified, and the model can be used 
to generate "predictions" of the missing observations» The problem of 
missing endogenous variables has been studied by Sargan and Drettakis 
(1974) for the autoregressive simultaneous equation model, by Zellner 
(1966), Telser (1967), Jones(1980), Harvey and Pereira (1980) and by 
Shaman and Tan (1981) for univariate time series models, by Harvey and 
Pereira(1980) for the static and dynamic regression model. The ana-
lysis of dynamic models when data are missing has also received atten-
tion in the time series literature (see e.g. Dunsmuir (1981)). 
The static regression model with first order autoregressive errors 
and missing endogenous and exogenous variables for the same period 
has been analyzed by Wansbeek and Kapteyn (1981) and Kmenta (1981). 
When exogenous variables are missing, one usually extends the model 
by introducing an equation that relates the unobserved exogenous 
variables to other explanatory variables. For the static regression 
model with missing exogenous variables, the reader is referred to 
Anderson (1957), Dagenais (1973), Gourieroux and Montfort (1981), 
Hsiao (1979), Kmenta (1981) and Palm and Nijman (1981) among others. 
The dynamic regression model with missing observations that we 
analyze in this paper is not only of interest in itself. It can also 
be interpreted as a transfer function equation derived from a linear 
dynamic simultaneous equation model. 
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The plan of the paper is as follows. In section 2, we briefly 
introducé some patterns for the data transformation (2) that are 
particularly relevant in economie applications. In section 3, we 
discuss the identification of the parameters in the model. Section 4 
is devoted to the computation of maximum likelihood (ML) estimafes 
of the parameters. In section 5, we compare the asymptotic efficiency 
of the ML estimates for the model when data are missing with those 
of the parameters when the observations are available, An analysis 
of the efficiency of other consistent estimators compared with the 
ML estimator for the dynamic regression model with missing endogenous 
variables is currently under way. The accuracy of alternative consistent 
estimators for the static regression model with missing exogenous 
variables has been compared in Palm and Nijman (1981). In section 6, 
we present some results on the effect on the parameter estimates in 
large samples of using interpolated data as proxies for the missing 
endogenous variables. 
Finally, in section 7 some concluding remarks are presented. 
Relevant data trans formations 
In the previous section we assumed that the observations are in 
the form of the linear transformation (2) of the unknown data. 
Dropping the assumption of linearity would admittedly introducé 
new problems. Transformations of type (2) are somewhat restrictive 
however; several authors have discussed transformation patterns 
that do not fit into (2) (e.g. Dunsmuir and Robinson (1981), Harvey 
and Pereira (1980) and Tan (1979)). For economie time series, 
the most important cases that do not fit into (2) are perhaps 
the randomly missing observations and the (a, B) -sampling with 
a^l .In case of randomly missing observations the availability 
of an observation on y is determined by a probabilistic mechanism 
that is independent of the probability law according to which y 
is generated (for an interesting economie application, see e.g. 
Harvey et al. (1981)). The term (a, B) -sampling refers to a 
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procedure in which the process under consideration is periodically 
observed for a consecutive periods and not observed for the next 
3 consecutive periods. For the scheme in (2), a= 1. Although the 
scheme (2) is restrictive, it is relevant in many economie appli-
cations. Moreover, some of the implications of the (1, 3) -sampling 
remain valid for more general sampling schemes. 
For a stock variable y , observations will often be available 
every m'th period. If the data are generated by a quarterly model 
and observed on an annual basis, m=4 and the coefficients in (2) 
are 
A-O, w Q- 1 . (3) 
This set of coëfficiënt values will be referred to as the skipped 
data pattern. If y is a flow variable, the total flow for m 
periods is ususally observed, so that we have 
A = m-1 , w. = 19 i = 0,1,2,... ,m-l . (4) 
The scheme (2) is valid in other cases as well. Assume that the model 
(1) is formulated in first differences, that is y^ . = Az = z^-z,. , . 
9 J
 t t t t-1 
If z is a stock variable observed every m'th period (t=m, 2m,. .., T) , 
m-1 
then z^ - z^ = .!_. y. . = y. , t t-m i=0 't-i Jt ' 
for t= 2m,3m,,..,T , can be obtained. In this case, (4) applies 
as well. If z is a flow variable for which every m'th sum of the 
last m realizations is observed, we have information on 
1 1 
y. = .In zt . -.In z. „ . = y. + 2y. , + y „ , t = 4,6,...,T, 
•'t i=0 t-i i=0 t-2-i -'t ^t-l t~2 
for m= 2 , and on 
2 2 
.In z . -.Zn z„ , . = y, + 2y^ , + 3y^ „ + 2y^ „ + y„ , , t = 6,9 i=0 t-i i=0 t-3-i Yt + 2yt_, + 3yt_2 + 2yt_3 + y ^ , ' f t ' 
for m=3 . These transformations of y , with y being generated 
by a static regression model, have been analyzed by Zellner and 
Montmarquette (1971). Similar patterns arise when the model (1) is 
2 formulated m second differences, y^_ = A z = z^ - 2z^ , + z^  „ , $ Jt t t t-1 t-2 s 
while we observe skipped data, z , t=2,4,...,T (assuming m=2), 
so that yt = zfc - 2zfc_2 + zt_4 = yfc + 2yt_} + yt_2 , t = 6,8,...,T, 
can be computed. 
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More general weighting schemes can be obtained in a straightforward 
manner. 
k If y = h" z and observations on z , t=m,2ms,..»T9 or on 
m-1 
.1- z . , t=m,2m,...,T, are availables the transformation will 
always be of type (2). 
The identification of the model 
To illustrate the nature of the identification problem in dynamic 
models when observations are missing,, we consider a first order 
autoregressive - second order moving average (AEMA (1,2)) model, 
which is a special case of (1), 
y t • p y t - i + eo£t+6iVi + Vt-2 ' ( 5 ) 
with £ satisfying the assumptions made for (1). 
Define C£ = Eytyt+Jl . 
As the variable y is normally distributed, its distribution is 
determined once the variance and the autocovariances are given. 
The parameters of model (5) are identified if the system 
cQ = p c, + B2Q * e] * Q22 + P eo9l + p 6 l e 2 + p2e0e2 
Cj = P cQ + e06j + 0j62 + P eQe2 (6) 
C2 = p C, + 9O02 
Ck = p Ck-1 9 k - 3 » 
can be solved uniquely for (p , 8 ,8.,6J as a function of the 
second moments C , which is the case provided Ipl < 1 , the roots 
of the moving average polynomial lie on or outside the unit circle 
and are different from p . 
If however y is observed every second period? only every 
second autocovariance of y^  can be estimated. The model is identified 
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in th i s case if 
cQ = p2cQ + e2 + e2 + e2 + 2P e ^ +2P 0 j9 2 + 2 P 2 e 0 9 2 
c2 = P
2 c 0 + p e ^ , + P 6 l e 2 + 9092 + P 2 9 0 e 2 (7) 
c k = p\-2 ' k > 2 » 
can be solved for (p , e.,0
 s 9 2 ) . 
When 9. and 6„ are known to be zero, i.e. y is generated by a 
first order autoregressive model, (7) can simply be solved for 
2 2 p and 9_ . Without additional a priori information9 the AR (1) model 
is not identifieds as no information on the sign of p is present. 
This finding is at variance with a conclusion by Telser (1967) . 
Unless p = 0 , the AR (1) model is locally identified, which was 
already implicifely shown by several authors who established the infor-
mation matrix of p and 9„ in this model (see Shaman and Tan (1981) 
and Wansbeek and Kapteyn (1981)). Another interesting conclusion 
that can be derived from (7) is that pure moving average (MA) models 
of order 1 or 2 as well as the ARMA (ls2) model are not identified. 
The order condition that the MA coefficients have to appear in at 
least q+1 equations of (7) for the model to be identified is not 
satisfied. These examples are special cases of a more general result 
that will be proved at the end of this sections when only skipped 
data are observed (no matter how many periods lie between two 
successive observations), an ARMA (psq) model is not identified if 
q>p . 
That an ARMA (191) model is locally identified if p^O can be 
shown by evaluating the Jacobian of the transformation of the 
2 2 2 
equations for (C»,, CL, C,) in (7) to (p, e_, 9.), which is 4 p C2(eo-0.)/(1-p 
1) For the AR (1) model with observations for every second period, 
2 
Telser states that in n = y - p yf_2 = s t + p£t-i 
"all powers of the roots are present" (p. 493). This is not true 
however for the variance of n as Telser implicity claims below 
his equation (31). 
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The presence of an autoregressive parameter in this example helps 
to identify the moving average parameter. Notice however that the 
ARMA (1,1) model is not globally identified, because if (p", IL, "0" ) 
satisfies (7), so does (-p~, 6», -8«) . 
Now we assume that we observe every second period the aggregate 
over two periods. From (5) we derive the relationship for the 
temporally aggregated data 
yt " p?t-l + Vt + Vt-1 + Vt-2 • <5'> 
where y~t = yt+yt_i a n d ~*t = e t + et_i • 
Define ~C. = E y .y . . For this model, the analogous expressions 
to (6) and (7) are 
cQ = pëj + (2+ P)[6Q + e2 + e2] + (2+2P+p2) (e0e1+e1e2) + P ( I + P ) 2 eQ62 
ëj - p"c0 + e2 + e2 + e2 + (2+p) (0oe1+e,e2) + 0 + P ) 2 0Qe2 
ü 2 = P"Cj + eQe1 + e.j92 + (2+p) eQe2 
c3 = P c 2 + e0e2 
Ck = pCk_j k>3 (6') 
and ^ 0 = P2rcQ + 2(i+P)(e2+e2+e2) + (2+4P+2p2)(e0e1+e ]e2) + 2P ( i+P )2e0e2 
ïï2 = P 2 c 0 + p(e2+e2+e2) + ( i+P )2 (e0e1+e ]e2 ) + (2+2P+2P2+P3) e0e2 
c4 - P
2 c 2 + P e0e2 
S c = p 2 ü2k-2 k > 2 • ( 7 > ) 
It is immediately clear that an MA (2) model is not identified 
in this case either, as there are only two equations in which 8 , 0., 
2 
and 0„ appear, when p = 0 . The presence of the term (1+p) 0^0, 
in the second equation of (7') and of p 8 0„ in the third suggest 
that an MA (1) model and an ARMA (1,2) model might be identified 
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in this case. Notice alsö that observing sums instead of single 
realizations helps in identifying the parameters. The sign of p 
is determined here. 
To illustrate the impact of the presence of exogenous variables 
for the parameter identifications we consider the model 
y t - pyt_, + 3x l t + Yx 2 t + e0e t ( 8 ) 
with e being a normally distributed white noise, and we assume 
as in (7) that skipped data are available every second period. 
Substitution of the model for yt._] yields a model for the observed 
variables 
yt = p2yt-2 + Bxlt + 6pXlt-l + YX2t + YpX2t-l + Ut (9) 
with u being a normally distributed white noise with mean zero 
2 2 2 
and variance 8n + p 0~ , for t=l,3,...,T . It should be noted that 
if B^O or y ^  0 , the regression coefficients in (9) are odd functions 
of p , so that there is usually information available on the sign of 
p . The parameters p and y wi'11 obviously not be identified if there 
is multicollinearity present in the form of (xj +.px,. ,) = A(x„ +px„ ,) 
Finally we discuss the identification problem for the general model (1). 
For this purpose, we use a transformation that has been introduced 
by Amemiya and Wu (1972). We write equation (1) as 
p<L>y t ' - J i ^ t + j i 0 ej£t-j » (10) 
where L is the lag operator and p(L) = 1 -•£, P-L . Defining 
A A 
xjt " iiowixjt^i a n d £t " iioVt-i 9 w e h a v e 
p ( L ) y t " kMkXkt+ J o V t - i (11) 
Now let a.,a„,...,a be the (possibly complex) roots of the 
-1 ' P -1 
polynomial equation p(L ) = 0 . Multiplying (11) by .n.(l-a.L) (1-aTL ) 
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we get 
P K p m-1 q p m-1 
.n i ( l - a -L m ) yfc - k I , £ , C ^ a j l * ) B k \ t * j l o g ^ h ^ 6 j \ 
(12) 
As m is the time lag between subsequent observations on the 
endogenous variable and because all data on the exogenous variables 
are assumed to be available9 (12) is an expression in observed vari-
ables. Introducing a new parametrization for notational convenience 
and assuming that Xj is the constant term9 we can write equation (12) 
as 
p K p(m-l) 
*t = iSl ¥i V i m + 61 + ki2 zh \l\t-Z + Ut (13) 
where u is a MA disturbance term 
p(m-l)+q+A 
Ut = *£o n£ L £t 
with n. being defined by 
p(m-l)+q+A ^ A q p m-1
 x £ . 
4 I o \ L = rl0 jlo iSl ( l h ai L } 9 j L Wr L 
p(m-1)+q+A 
and E u u^_ . = E,. = . I. n. q. . 
t t-im ï j =im j j-im 
The definition of T. and 6, „ should be clear from (12). Notice 
ï kl 
also that the parameters in (13) are all real because the a.'s 
will be in conjugate pairs if they are complex. Equation (13) states 
that the observations are generated by a dynamic regression model 
as well. This model is referred to as the transformed difference 
equation. The order of the MA disturbance in (13) denoted by mq* 
satisfies mq* <^  (m-l)p+q+A. It should be noted that when for one 
exogenous variable only skipped data are available while all other 
variables are observed at each time period, a transformation similar 
to that used above can be applied in order to obtain a dynamic 
regression equation in which only observed variables appear. 
The conditional density function for the observed endogenous variables 
given the exogenous variables can be written in terms of the parameters 
(¥,6,5) which are functions (Y,ösg) = f(pj,g98) of the basic parameters. 
A sufficiënt condition for (global) identification of (p,0,8) on a 
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subset P of the parameter space is therefore that the parameters 
(f,6,5) are identified in f(P) without the use of the restrictions 
on (f,6,5) implied by f(p,g,6) and that the equations (f,6,5) =f(p,g,0) 
have a unique solution (pQ,g0,e ) in P for every (f,6,5) in 
f(P) . A neeessary condition is that (f,6,5) = f(p,f3,8) has a 
unique solution (pn»^n'en^ ^or every (^6,5) in f(P) . 
Corollary; The MA parameters 6. in model (1) are not identified 
if q > p+(q-p+A)/m , that is if q > p + A/(m-l) , 
Proofs The q+1 0.'s appear in f(p,£,6) only through the 
q*+l 5-'s . The neeessary conditions can therefore not be met if 
q > p+(q-p+A)/m . 
The corollary implies that the dynamic regression model (1) 
is not identified when only skipped data are available (transformation 
pattern (2) and A=0) if q > p . Similarly, it is not identified 
when only aggregates are available (transformation pattern (3) and 
A=m-1 ) if q > p+1 . Of course some parameters in model (1) can be 
identified, although other parameters are not. Writing 
p • P 
1 + .1, f. L = .n.(l-f.L ) we can see that the p.'s are i=l ï i=l ï ï 
identified if there is sufficiënt a priori information to determine 
them uniquely from a. «= f. . 
If K> 1 and q = 0 , this a priori information is not always needed 
as the roots of a. = f. can partly be determined from the 6, . 
XX K.X* 
If K=0 and q=0 , this a priori information may be or may not 
be indispensible as has been shown in the examples at the beginning 
of this seetion. 
The identification of g is straightforward if (13) is identified. 
The identification of 8 can be checked by computing the Jacobian 
of the transformation 5 = 5(9) . Finally, one should notice that 
models with a constant term and a seasonal dummy over m periods 
or with two dummies cannot be identified even if the neeessary con-
P m _ 1
 l £ P m _ 1 A £ 
dition is met, because .Q. ( E_ a.L ) x, = X.U ( EQ a.'L ) x, 
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with k1 ^ k„ in that case, that is g, and g, enter in (12) 
only as (g + Xg, ) , hence they cannot be identified. 
kl k2 
Efficiënt estimation of the model 
One way of estimating dynamic regression models with missing data 
has been to use interpolated values as proxies for the missing 
observations and to apply Standard estimation methods to the 
constructed data. In section 6, we shall show some results on the 
effects for the properties of the estimates obtained in this way. 
At present^ w e consider consistent and efficiënt estimation of 
the parameters in model (1). Simple methods to compute consistent 
estimates have not received much attention in the literature. 
Tan (1979) and Dunsmuir and Robinson (1981) are exceptions, but 
their methods of moment procedures cannot be used in our case; 
the sample moments of the process y cannot be estimated directly 
for the lags that are not a multiple of m . Dunsmuir and Robinson's 
frequency domain estimation method suffers from the same problem. 
One can estimate (Ys6sg) in (13) by instrumental variables or 
by nonlinear least squares neglecting the restrictions implied by 
f . Then one can determine an estimate of (p,B,6) that fits best 
with the estimate of (¥,6,5) in some sense. The computations involved 
will usually not be very expensive and the estimates will be consistent 
if (13) is identified. 
Maximum likelihood estimation of a dynamic simultaneous equation 
model (for the case q=0) has been discussed by Sargan and Drettakis 
(1974) and by Harvey and Pereira (1980) for dynamic models with MA 
disturbances. Sargan and Drettakis parametrize the density function 
of the observed variables in suüh a way that ML estimates of the 
parameters are obtained by maximizing the density with respect to 
the parameters and the unobserved variables. Their procedure 
implies of course a large number of "parameters to be estimated". 
Harvey and Pereira use a Kalman filter approach and write the log-
likelihood function in terms of the prediction error decomposition 
(see also Harvey (1981)): 
T/m T/m o 
L (y) = -T/2m log 2n - il, log f - j I. v^ /f , (14) J
 6
 '
!t=l ö tm zt=l tm tm 
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where v. 
tm 
ytm-ytmltm-l f = E(v ) and tm tm ytmltm-l is 
the minimum mean square estimator of i conditional on all 
^
 J
 tm 
endogenous variables up to tm-m (y.; i=m3,2m,... , (t-1 )m) and on 
all exogenous variables up to tm (x, .; k=l,. 
The prediction errors v 
g, iS» ^  1 l a s o o g L.U1 ) e 
and their variances can be computed 
by using the Kalman filter provided the model is cast in state space 
form. The relevant formulae are given in e.g, Harvey (1981). 
For a static regression model with first order autoregressive errors, 
and missing endogenous and exogenous variables, Wansbeek and Kapteyn 
(1981) obtain analytic expressions for the first order derivatives of 
the likelihood function and for the Information matrix.The expressions 
which they derive are very useful for ML estimation of the parameters. 
As the transformed difference equation (13) is a dynamic regression 
model that is usually subject to nonlinear restrictions, ML estimates 
can be obtained by computing first and second order derivatives of 
the log-likelihood function with respect to tp , with tp = (p,3,6) 
and iterating the Newton-Raphson linearization (or approximations of 
it) of the first order conditions for a maximum 
tp = tp - P ((p) -g—l ^ , 
tp = tp 
(15) 
where P(tp) is a nonsingular matrix satisfying the condition 
plim - P (tp) - h - ^ ^ 
T-»<» 
and tp is a consistent 
initial estimate of tp which has an appropriate limiting distribution. 
Iterating expression (15) until convergence yieldsthe ML estimator, but 
asymptotic first order efficiency is already obtained at the second 
step of iteration. A matrix P(tp) that satisfies the condition given 
above and the vector 3L/3tp can be computed in several ways, three 
of which will be briefly discussed here. First, setting v = (^,6,5) 
and using the result that 
- [3v ïv1" - - h 
92L 
3v3v' the Hessian matrix for the restricted 
model can be obtained by pre- and postmultiplication by 3v/3tp of 
the Hessian matrix for the unrestricted model 
_3_L 3L 
9(p Stp1" = I-
[3v' 3L 3L 3v 
- j_3tp 3v 3v ! 3tp' 
3v ' r 
3tp -
32L 
3v3v ' 
3v 
- p. ^L 
- 3tp3tp' (16) 
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which also indicates that ML estimation is efficiënt in this case. 
A second way consists in differentiating the log-likelihood function 
in prediction error decomposition form given in (14) and the 
equations of the Kalman filter and then substituting the observations. 
Finally, a third approach generalizes an idea of Tan (1979) which 
is also discussed in Shaman and Tan (1981). They use the missing 
information principle of Orchard and Woodbury (1972) which says 
that if x' = (s',m') and L(x) depends on a vector of parameters <p
 s 
the following result holds true 
3L(s) _ 8L(xls)
 n 7 . 
Tip" ~ Em 3'<p ' U 7 ) 
2 
Using (17), Tan establishes expressions for —~-~ and 1--g-.»,Jt , 
o Cp — oCpdCp 
for the model with A = K = q = 0 . Results for the case where A
 f K 
and q are non-zero have been obtained and will be given in a 
separate paper. 
As the alternative computational procedures have the same asymptotic 
properties, the choice among them in applied work will depend on 
computational aspects. For instances the Kalman filter approach yields 
the exact likelihood estimates and predictions of the missing obser-
vations. As it has to be computed for every set of parameter values, 
it may become computationally expensive? except in situations where 
there is much information available about the true parameter values. 
The use of the transformed equation (13) is straightforward provided 
the restrictions in f are not too complicated. Finally,, little is 
known about the small sample properties of the alternative procedures, 
so that at present small sample consideration offer little guidance 
for the choice of one anong the alternative asymptotically efficiënt 
procedures. 
The loss of efficiency due to incomplete data 
In this section, we shall compare the asymptotic efficiency of the ML 
estimator of the parameters in a dynamic regression model, when the 
complete sample is available, with that of the ML estimator, when some 
observations on the endogenous variable are missing. The relative 
efficiency is perhaps of limited value for practical situations, as an 
investigator usually does not have the choice between either using a 
complete sample or relying on incomplete data. However, the results 
that we shall present are interesting for at least two reasons. 
First, they indicate for which kind of sampling and for which parameter 
values the loss of efficiency due to missing observations is important. 
This may be of interest to agencies whose task it is to collect data 
in that they can better appreciate which gain can be expected from a 
more detailed data collection. 
Second, for empirical work it is important to>efflphasize that for some 
parameters the large sample precision of the ML estimator deteriorates 
dramatically as a result of incomplete data, whereas other parameters 
can be estimated fairly accurately in large but incomplete samples. 
Other consistent, but not fully efficiënt estimators will have a still 
larger asymptotic variance. Their relative efficiency compared with 
that of the ML estimator for the dynamic regression model with incomplete 
data is subject of further research. For the static regression model, 
when some data is missing, the asymptotic efficiency of alternative esti-
mators has been investigated by Palm and Nijman (1981). 
In the tables 1 to 3, we give the ratio of the asymptotic variance of the 
ML estimator for p, 35 8„ and 61 with respect to their variance when 
skipped data, aggregates or aggregates of aggregates are observed respec-
tively. This last term is used to designate the situation where the change 
of a variable zt, y = z^  - z , , is explained in the regression model t' Jt t t-1 
(1), whereas one observes an aggregrate of z . In tab Ie 4, we give the 
variances of ML estimates for the complete data, so that the reader can 
obtain the variances of the ML estimates for the incomplete data if he wants 
to do so. For more details on the computation of the large sample covariance 
matrix, the reader is referred to appendices A and B. 
The tables need a short explanation. The true values of the paramaters are 
2 2 p e {-.8,0,.8}, B = 1, o = 6n = 1, 0 = .6 for the case that results are 
given in the tables, otherwise g and/or 0. are zero. The values of the 
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2 
coëfficiënt of determination R which are close to those frequently 
observed in applied work with economie time series, have been used to 
determine the parameters of the process for x (see appendix C). When 
2 
x is generated by a stationary process, R is defined as the variance of 
-1 . . (1 - pL) x divided by the variance of y for the complete sample. 
. . 2 . 
When x is nonstationary, the R is evaluated at T = 30. For the 
exogenous variable, several alternative processes are considered : 
2 
x,. = vt is a white noise with mean zero and variance o , denoted by WHI: t t v 
x = .9x . + v , denoted by AR, 
x = c , a constant denoted by CON; 
x = t , a trend denoted by TRE; 
x = x . + v ,a random walk denoted by RWA; 
x = x^ , + v + u . a random walk with drift denoted by RWD, wi th M/a = 1 . t t-1 t J v 
The number of periods m is 2 and 4 respectively and is reported'in the first 
column of tables 1 to 4. The variances in the tables have been computed as 
the diagonal elements of the inverse of the information matrix (see appendix 
A). 
The reader should have a look at the tables. For p, 8n and 6. , a large 
relative efficiency of the ML estimator for complete data is caused by the 
large variance of the ML estimator for incomplete data. For 3, the rela-
tive efficiency of the former is sometimes important, although the variance 
for the estimator based on incomplete data seems to be reasonable. Notice 
also that for skipped data, a nonstationary process for x seems to imply 
a large relative efficiency of thé ML estimator for p and g when data 
is incomplete. For aggregates, this happens when x is a constant. By 
NID we indicate that the parameter is not identified. 
To conclude, the results in the tables 1 to 4 give an indication about the 
loss of precision in parameter estimates and about the order of magnitude 
of the variance of the ML estimator when observations are missing. 
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Table 2. Relative efficiency of the ML estimator for complete data compared with 
incomplete temporally aggregated data 
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The use of interpolated data 
An approach that has been used quite often in empirical work to solve the 
problem of missing observations consists in first interpolating the missing 
values in such a way that the resulting series is plausible according to 
some criterion and is in agreement with the observed values of the series 
and .then using the constructed series as realizations for the missing 
observations, Usually, this kind of procedure will yield inconsistent para-
meter estimates. However, it has the advantage of being straightforward to 
apply. In this section we shall present some results on the magnitude of 
the parameter„inconsistency for some selected models. An interpolation 
method that has been applied on a large scale is that proposed by Boot, 
Feibes and Lisman (1967). Generalizing their method to other cases than 
the observation of aggregates, one obtains the interpolated series as the 
solution to the following optimization problem 
min
 tZj [(1-L)dyt]2 (18) 
ft 
'X, 
subject to y = y , for t=l, 1+m, . .., T, 
and d being a priori given. Boot, Feibes and Lisman suggest using 
d=l or d=2. The procedure reflects the fact that many economie time series 
are smooth and that the constructed series should have that property too. 
A more sophisticated smoothing method has been proposed and applied by 
Somermeyer et al. (1976). A review of various other methods of interpolation 
is given by Gelauff and Harkema (1977). Note that interpolation methods that 
use related series (see e.g. Chow and Lin (1971, 1976), and Ginsburgh (1973)) 
are not well suited to the problem at hand as the model for the missing 
data is dynamic. 
For many interpolated methods, including that by Boot, Feibes and Lisman, 
the interpolated . series can be written as a linear transformation 
y = R y of the realizations, where y = (y , y„, ... y )' , 
y = (YIs Yo> ••• Y T)' and R is a matrix of constants that does not depend 
on the observations y . Assume that q = 0 in equation (1) and that one 
estimates the parameters of equation (1) by ordinary least squares using 
the constructed series y . Denote the resulting estimates of p and £ 
by p and 8 . Furthermore define R. as the matrix obtained by deleting 
the first (p-i) and the last i rows of R. 
- 20 
We can express the OLS estimator as 
y' Rj Rj y . . . y' Rj R y y' Rj X 
y* Rp R ] y 
X ! R} y 
y ' R' R y y ' R' X 
P P P 
X' R y X' X 
r Rj \ y 
y ' R« RQ y 
X' R Q y 
(19) 
If R i s a b lock -Toep l i t z ma t r ix wi th a l im i t ed number of non-zero elements . 
t h a t i s 
R = 
A Q A j p 
\J « e a 0 « \J 
A
- l A 0 J\ * e 9 « P 
0 0 A 
(20) 
- P • • • - ï - , o . 
we can compute the probability limit of the OLS estimator defined in (19). 
Thereby, we use the property that products of matrices of the type defined 
in (20) are again block-Toeplitz matrices. Note that the matrix R for the 
procedure of Boot, Feibes and Lisman is not of the form (20) but can be very 
closely approximated by such a matrix, so that the probability limit of 
the OLS estimator in (19) can be obtained straightforwardly by replacing the 
cross-products in (19) by their second order moments. For instance, when 
m=2 and yr 
1 'h 
2 (y2t + y2t-P t = 1, 2, we can write '2t " y2t-l 2 J2t 
the first element of the matrix of cross-products in (19), i.e. the sum of 
squares of the interpolated series lagged one period, as 
~2 
th yt-
T/2 
th ,~2 
^2 -2 
(y2t-l + y2t) ~ yT 
1 T 2 2 Jl 
1 tSl ( y 2 t - l + 2 y 2 t y 2 t - l + y 2 t ) " yT (21) 
When y is nonstationary, the expectation of the first r.h.s. term of 
(21) can be obtained along the lines of appendix B.and that of the second 
r.h.s. term in (21) can readily be obtained as a function of T. 
In tables 5 and 6 we report the probability limits of p and 3 for four 
selected models. For the first three models, we have assumed that aggregates 
over m periods are observed and that the investigator assigns a fraction 
l/m of the observed value to each of the m periods. For the last model, 
the weights w. have been obtained using the method proposed by Boot, 
Feibes and Lisman (1967) assuming d=2 and m=4. For the exogenous variable 
- 21 -
x , we consider the processes that have been used in section 5. In partic-
ular we assume that x is a white noise, a first order autoregressive 
process^ a constant term, a linear trend or a random walk respectively. 
These assumptions imply that y is generated by an AR(1) model with 
autoregressive coëfficiënt p or by an ARMA (2,1) model with autoregressive 
2 
coefficients equal to p and ,9 and by an ARIMA (1,1,l)model. The R" takes the 
values .70 and .95 respectively, (see appendix C) , whereas .3=1, en=l and 6j--l. For p 
we choose the values p e {-.8, -.4, 0, .4, .8}. For the details we refer to 
the preceding section. 
At this point we would like to emphasize that the method by Boot, Feibes and 
Lisman (1967) has not been designed for situations, where the endogenous 
variable has a negative autoregressive coëfficiënt, and that therefore, we 
should not draw strong conclusions from the figures in table 6 for case 2 
when p = -.8 or when p = 0 and x is a white noise or a constant. 
From tables 5 and 6, it is obvious that the probability limits differ 
substantially from the true values of p and £. When p = .8, the proba-
bility limit of p is reasonably close to the true value, except for some 
nonstationary models when the. method by Boot et al. is used. For most of 
the models with nonpositive p , the OLS method largely overestimates p , 
whereas g is usually underestimated, except when x is nonstationary 
2 t 
and p = .8 . The figures slightly improve when R increases. When x 
is generated by a trend or a random walk with drift, the probability limit 
of p hardly varies with the true value of p , when the missing data 
are interpolated using the method by Boot et al. As an overall conclusion, 
we cannot recommend using OLS on interpolated data, if the aim is to 
estimate the parameters of a dynamic regression model from incomplete 
observations. Whether this conclusion holds true for the predictions 
generated by a model that has been estimated from interpolated data using 
OLS is subject to further research. 
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Some tentative conclusions 
In this paper we have discussed the problems arising in a dynamic regression 
model when some realizations of the endogenous variable are not observed. 
After a presentation of the different schemes in which information on the 
endogenous variable may be available, we consider the identification of 
the parameters in the regression model with incomplete data and present 
several ways to obtain ML estimates of these parameters provided they are 
identified. Results on the loss of efficiency due to an incomplete data set 
are given for several models. Finally, we analyze the effects on the 
probability limit of the OLS estimator when the data is completed through 
interpolation. In the light of the results presented in section 5 and given 
the choice among several procedures to obtain ML estimates, we should like 
to advise the investigator at this time to use the ML method to estimate 
the parameters of the dynamic regression model with incompletely observed 
endogenous variable. Each of the procedures to obtain ML estimates has 
specific computational advantages. Nevertheless, as has been illustrated in 
section 4, the investigator should not be surprised that some of the coeffi-
cients in the model cannot be determined very accurately from the sample 
information. 
Among the problems that remain to be analyzed, there are three questions 
that will receive more attention in the future. The first question concerns 
the possible loss of efficiency implied by the use of altemative consistent 
but not fully efficiënt estimation methods that are easier to implement 
than the ML method. Secondly, for empirical work it is important to know 
what the effects are on the forecasting performance of the dynamic regression 
model, when a specific method is used to solve the problem of incomplete 
observations. Third, the problem of missing exogenous variables in a dynamic 
regression model will be analyzed. 
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Appendix A 
In this appendix, we briefly outline how the asymptotic covariance 
matrix for the ML estimator of the unrestricted parameters in the 
transformed equation (13) have been obtained. The large sample 
covariances have been used to compute the results in tables 1 to 4 
in section 5, 
We consider a first order dynamic regression model with one exogenous 
variable x^ 
t 
m-th period. 
 and assume that observations are available at every 
p yt_j + *tB + l t (A.la) 
or after substitution for yf_i 
m 
= p y f r _ 
m-l m-l 
t-m i=0 t -i gp + i=0 Ct p (A.lb) 
For a sample of T realizations, equation (A.la) can be written as 
where A = 
A y = C x + e 
'(TxT) (Tx 1) (TxT) (Tx 1) (Tx 1) 
1 0 0 ... 
-p 1 0 
0 -p 1 0 
-P 1 
(A.2a) 
, C = I © g and E èè' 
For the T/m observations, the model is 
R y = R A_1 C x + R A-1 èj 
where R is a selection matrix 
m-l 
R = 
T/m x T 
1 0 0 0 ... 0 
0 ... 0 1 0 ... 0 
(A.2b) 
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Alternatively, equation (A.lb) can be written as 
R y = R y if + R C S x + v , (A.3) 
1 0 • •• 
P 1 0 
where S = 2 
P P 
1 
TxT • i 
0 0 m-1 
0 
.0! 
m ¥ = p and v = 
m-1 
Ri5o 
with E v v ' = R Z R ' = (H), that is a Toeplitz-matrix as 
m-1 i r 
.Zn p £ . can be represented as a finite MA model. We parametrize 
® in terms of the covariances £. - E v v . ï t t-i 
Equation (A.3) can also be written as 
-ïm 
R y = D-1 R C S x + D~ v (A.4) 
1 0 .... 0 
m 
-P 1 0 
wi th D = 0 m 
-P 1 
m 
0 -P 1 
When v is normally distributed, the Hessian-matrix of the log-
likelihood function L can be computed as follows: 
E £—h »
 E y ' R'(8)1 R y 
. ,2 •7-m V •7-m 
and us ing (A.2b) 
i _ 1 ut / tTT 1 ,-1 
- t r {A' R'fSY R A B} + E [ X ' C'A 
^^ -m 
t i i - 1
 R i 
(A.5) 
R A C x ] 
-m 
(A.6) 
and us ing (A.4) 
= t r { D ' ^ g ) 1 D ® } + E[x« S' C' R' D ' " 1 (SJ1 D_1 R C S x_ ] 
m 
(A.7) 
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Combining (A.6) and (A.7) yields 
9 2 L « r l / K l i A t - i T m ' DirBST1 i> T m 
- E i - | - tr{D' ' (S ) 1 D©} + E[x C' '"1 L  R ' ® " ' R L % C x ] } 
4 
m 
(A.8) 
where the TxT backshift matrix L , defined as 
.m 
0 
« 
0 
.0 
.0 
} m 
m implying for instance that y_ = L y , has been used 
m 
Similarly, for 6. = 3 p , 
- E
 3 ^ 3
L
g = E[y^ R'©"1 R x_£] = E[x' C' A'"1 Lm' R ® R L1 x] 
(A.9) 
and 
- E 9~L 9 ó. 9 ó. 
1 J 
= E[x' L1 R ' ^ 1 R LJ x] . (A.10> 
m-1 
^~ m-1 1 m-i 4 1 
For the parameters in (5) = R' I R , with I = E(.ZQ p ë_.)(.| p l_.) , 
we have 
- E 9 * 95. f- = E[v« D'"
1
 L 1"'^ 1^®- 1 v] - tr{D»-1Lm,®"1#-} 3 5 3 5, 
E 32 L _ Q 
E
 TTTTT" - ° 
1 3 
(A. 11) 
(A.12) 
and 
- E 3
2 L 
8 Ei 8 5j 
, j tHjgj' 'S. <^' 3®. , . (A.,3) 
. tt - a Ej 
We compute approximate inverses. by writing the matrix in Toeplitz-
form and truncating it. 
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Appendix B The expectation of the sample moments for 
v and x^ 
J
 t t_ 
In order to compute the asymptotic covariance matrix for the ML 
estimator, we need expressions for the expectation of the sample 
moments for the variables y\ and x__ . We assume that x^ is 
t t t 
non-stationary (when x is stationary, the derivation is much 
easier) and generated by x = x . + y + v , with v being 
independently distributed as N (0, er ) and independent of 
past x 's . We now compute the second order moments for x 
and y . 
T/n 
Y22 (k,J>) - E t | 0 x t n + k x t n + J i 
T/n 
Y12 (k s £) - E t I Q y t n + k x t n + £ 
T/n tn+k
 i 
Y* (k,Jl) = E t_ x* x* , where x* = , I n p x. 
'22 v ' ' t=0 tn+k tn+Ü ' tn+k i=0 H A tn+k- i ' 
Y„ <k>*> - E | W W ' ( B ' J ) 
For the sake of convenience, we delete the indices k and £ . 
I/n i a o 
As .Z_ p i is 0(T ) for finite a , we ignore the terms of 
this form. When divided by T , they become negligible in large 
samples. In the sequel, "=" indicates that the equality holds 
except for terms of order 0(T ) . First we consider the case where 
2 
o = 0 and y = 1 . Then xt is a deterministic linear trend and 
v t 
Y.. can be solved as a difference equation. 
ij 
2 — 
For a - 0 and y = 1 we denote the second moments by Y-- • 
v ij 
_ T/n i o i oi, o 
^22 -t£0 < n t + k ) < ^ ) - 3ÏÏT + I(Hf> T 
+ [ £ + 7 ^ + k> + — ] T . (B.2) 
o i. n 
For the cross moments, we have 
- .
 T / n
 r nt+k p i , f ± . > 
Y i 2 = tèo [ TT " 7TT2 ] ( n t + £) 
_ O-P) 
•
Y 2 2 P
 T 2 - - £ ^ d
 + A ) T . (B.3) 
1 ~P o /1 \ 2 . 2 2 n 
2n( l -p ) 1-p 
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- * • y r n t + k p •, r nt+f l _ p -i 
^22 = t i 0 L 1-p " ( 1 _ p ) 2 J 1-P " ( 1 _ p ) 2 
-
 Yl2
 -
 p
 T2 - [ p
 0 ( i + *) + p2 
-H '~P o / i \3 L/ l N 3 2 n , . 4^ 
2n(l-p) L(l-p) .(1-p) 
(B.4) 
and 
2 | i-k| 
^ii A ^ 2 + ~Lir—T • ( B-5> 
n(l-p ) 
v 
Now, we consider the general case where y ^  1 and a^r f 0 
The process for x and y can be written as 
v 
x t = y t + I , v + x» t s=l s 0 
t i 
y„ = -I» p (x„ . + e . ) , (B.6) 
y t i=0 t - i t - i ' 
where y_. and e_ a r e assuraed to be z e r o . 
F o r
 yt » w e have 
t i t t - i i t £ 
y. = .!-. p y ( t - i ) + . I n I , p v + .Z p £ . 
• ' t 1=0 i=0 s=l s i=0 t - i 
/ , t+K
 r , . t+1 t+2n 
- vtO-p ) _ y[p - (t+i)p + t p ] 
]
"
p
 ( I - P ) 2 
t t - S 4 t 4 
+ Z, . 1 . p v + . 1 p c , . . . (B.7) 
s-1 1=0 s i=0 t - i 
T / n
 i a 0 As .E_ p i i s 0(T ) for f i n i t e a , we can use for y^ _ i=0 ' "'t 
t , t - s+1 f 
yt yp . i 1-p £ ï _ 
^
 =
 "Pp" " 7~T2 + s= l 1-p V s + i=0 P £t-i 
(1-p) 
(B.8) 
to derive the cross-moments 
2 
^22 - ^  ^ 22 + lt T' + 4 + ïï> % T » 
where r = min (k,£) , 
- 30 -
2 2 
Y12 y Y12 + 2(l-p)n L 1-p 4 + J r 
k-r+1 2 
P av T 
and finally 
(i-e)2n 
2 U-k 2 
2 —* . e „ . v 
Yll = » Y22 + „ 2, I + 7 1 C ' With 
n(l-p ) 1-p 
2 Jl-r+1 k-r+1 k+l-2r+2 
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Appendix C The use of R in choosing the parameters 
of the model 
In this appendix, we give the expressions that relate 
the parameters of the model to the theoretical coëfficiënt of 
2 . 2 
determmation R . Plausible values for R have been selected 
and used in these relationships to determine the parameter values 
for the models in sections 5 and 6 . 
Consider the following dynamic regression model 
2 
y = p yt-1 + xfc 3 + et with g - 1 , et ~ IN (0, a£) , 
2 ( C , 1 ) 
and define R as 
R = var (zfc) / var (yfc) , where zfc = j — - xt . (C.2) 
2 
We assume that x, = tp x, . + v„ with Icpl < 1 and v ~ IN (0, a ) 
t t-1 t t v 
and independent of e and past x 's . The available z is 
generated by a second order autoregressive process. lts variance is 
2 
var (zfc) = A av , (C.3) 
, . (1 + p cp) 
where A = i "•" A 5— , 
(1-pcp) t(l+pcp) - Cp + ¥)z] 
and R„ - A o2 / [ A o2 + B al ] , with B = l/(l-p2) , 
Z. V V O 
so that 
2 
2 R2 B 2 , 2 R2 B °£ .(C.4) 
av = 2~ A ae a n d ax = 2~ A T 
V
 (1-R^) A £ (1-RZ) A ( l V ) 
When x is assumed to be white noise (i.e. tp = 0) , we have 
o
2
 = R2 / (1-R2) (C.5) 
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2) When x is constant, i.e. x = y , we can determine y from R 
T Xt 2 I (——) 
R = plim (I-P)' 
T-»oo 
1*1 yt O - P ) 2 I-P2 
r R (i-p) 2 ,i (C.6) 
3) For non-stationary x , n = 1 and a ^ 0 , we have 
Y I I ( O , O ) - A T 
R 2 _ 1-ff 
Yn(0,0) 
(C.7) 
where Yi^OjO) is obtained from (B.9) by setting k = £ = 0 . 
2 When o = 0 , it can readily be seen using (B.5) and (B.9) that 
(C.7) specializes to 
R 
.pz(7n(0,0) - a.g T/l-p*) 
2 ' 
2 2 2 ae T 
V (Y,,(0,0) - a^ T/lV) +-S-J 
from which y is easily obtained as 
y = 
R2 O 2 T/l-P2 
2 " (1-RZ) (Yrl(0,0) - - ^ ) 
1-p 
I-P 
2 
(C.8) 
When y = 0 , we have from (B.9) and (C.7) that 
a T „2 £ R 
C
 1-R2 
(C.9) 
2 2 
Finally, when the ratio y /a = a is given, we get from (B.9) 
and (C.7) 
y = 
R °l* 
1-R2 (1-p2)
 Y|2 + C/a 
(C.10) 
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